keep up with the proliferation of research, especially because they are published in many disciplines, often in poorly<irculated reports and conference proceedings. To keep disctusion under control, we focus on the socral implications of electronic mail atithin organizations. We want to know about how people communicate with each other electronically within relatively bounded work groups. We look only at the predominant modes of commr:nicatiors: text-based services providing electronic mail between individuals, distribution lists from one individual to many, and computer conferencing among many organization members. We do not pay much attmtion to other forms of CMC such as videoconferencing, public bulletin boards, or the sprawling interorganizational connectivity provided by the Intemet. Ours is not an arbitrary focus on organizational e-mail for it coincides with the prepondennce of CMC research on "computer supported coopemtive work" in North American organizational milieus. ' I   I   I  I  I  I   I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I   l   I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I   I  I on it or when using e.rnail is a condition of employment. It is fruitless to send e.mail to coworkers who do not have the system or who never use it. In most organizations, e.mail is neither mandated nor reiected but is one of several ways to communicate along with telephoning (including voicemail) paper memos, faxing, schedr. ed FTF meetings, and unscheduled FTF encountets.
Many studies of media choice have Iooked at matches between the communication needs of a task, the capabilities of a communication medium, and the organization and individual's perception that a medium is appropriate for that task. Although analysts disagree about the details of task-media matches, some argue tlut a medium is chosen to reduce uncertainty m the absence of information (Rice, et al., 1990; Steinfiel4 1985; Rice & Shook, 190) . Others argue that equiwality is the key to task-media matches (Daft, Lengel, & Trevino, 1982 Daft & kngel,1986 Valaciclu Paranka, George, & Nunarnaker, 193) . Where uncertainty refers to the need to acquire inforrution to accomplish a task, equivocality refers to participants' interpretation of a task
Other proposed keys to media choice are routinmess (the extent of task vari,ation) and analyzability (the ext€nt to which a task can be described and completed by following known procedures) (Perrow, 7967; Kce, et al. 1990 ).
We fear that this analytic approach has csocially concentlated on a single individual choosing among media without taking into account the social relationships involved in communication. The "social Presence" concept expands horizons a bit by evaluating the ability of a medium to convey awareneas of the other person and to support interpersonal relations (Short. Williams, & Christie, 1976) . A somewhat similar concept, "media richness," evaluates the caPacity of different media to provide immediate feedback and to support multiple verbal ani nonverbal cues (Daft, Lengel, & Trevino, 1984 , 1986 , 1987 . Rich media help participants to understand each other through feedback, multiple cues (similar to social presmce), language I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I   l   I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I variety, and personal focus (infusion of emotion and feelings; Daft, Lengel, & Trevino, 1987) .
By contrast, lean media rely on rules, forms and procdures. Working before the proliferation of CMC, Daft and Lengel (1986) ranked media in order of richness: FTF, telephone, personal wriften documents such as letters or memos, impersonal uruddressed documents (e.g., bulletirs, standard reports) and numeric doorments. More recent research has placed e.mail between personal and forral written text (Schmitz & Fulk, 191) or in some instances closer to the telephone (Lea, 191) . However Schmitz & Fulk (1991) argue that the real difference is between FTF and simple alpha-numeric text: formal/informal documents, email and the telephone all tend to cluster in the middle realm of media richness. Although the social presence and media richness approaches consider the capacity of media to support interaction, their rankings stiJl assume that individuals operate as isolated rational choosers: assessing a task, appraising media, and making the best match.
Consistent with the task-oriented nature of these approaches, several studies have related the nature of the task to the media chosen to deal with it. One study found that 84% of the managers of a large comPany preferred to use FTF communication to deal with an equivocal task rather than the telephone, lefters, fliers and the public address system. However, 627o ol thesrlurrurgeG preferred to use written, addressed comrnunication to deal with unequivocal tasks.
Higher performing managers were more sensitive to the interplay between the nature of the task and the choice of media (Daft, L.engel, & Trevino, 1987) . But this study did not include e-mail, and Rice et al. (190) found that people used e.mail to deal with complex tasks, often in coniunction with other media. Their findings suggest that much communication is about multiple, complex tasks that are not suitable for simple task-media matching (see also Lea 1991) .
Thus the members of a large firm considered e-mail to be similar to FTF and the telephone in I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I   I  I  I  I  I   I   I terms of spontaneity, and to be an appropriate choice for inconsequential as well as important communication (I*a,],997; see aiso Rice, et al., 1990; Rice & Shook 1990) .
As the medium is also a message, analysts must also consider the social rneanings attributed to a communication medium and the context within which it is used. One study found that Eunagers often communicated FTF "to signal a desire for teamwork, to build trust, goodwill, or to convey informality," but they communicated on paper to signify authority and legitinacy (Trevino, Daft, & Lengal, 190, p. 85) . "Although topdown policies may first appear on electronic mail..., their legitimation depends on being printed out as hard copy that arrives in pap€r mail" (Perin, '1, 997, p. n) .
Such findings raise the matter of how differmt comrnunication media come to be perceived as appropriate for various tasks. Schmitz & Fulk (191) propose that media evaluations are forrred by social influence as well as by a person's experimce and expertise (see also Fulk, Schmitz & Steinfield, 1990) . Under their social influmce rrodel, rational choice is only one possible reason why people use different communication media. It is through interaction with others that people come to perceive the attributes of specific rredia as useful for specific tasks. Thus social networks are not only the fruits of interactio$ they are also refermce groups that define the appropriate use of media (Rogers & Kirrcaid, 1981) .
Social Networks
A critical mass of users affects the extent to which people r:se e-mail. For instarrce, people with more e-mail access to others in a large decentralized corporation used e'mail more (Steinfield, 1986) . Those who had e-mail access to people outs le thar own work group were especially likely to use it; access to imrnediate co-workers was less important because they could be easily seen FTF. Another study of a small office showed that those who were more involved in €rdsting communication networks were more Iikely to follow group norns about whether or (Rice, et al., 1990) . Schmitz and Fulk (191) (Bikson & Eveland, 1990, p. 286 ). The evidence is not clear, for another study showed that e-mail use reduced the use of other media:
Those groups that used e.mail heavily spent less time in FTF meetings, on the telephone, and exchanging paper memos (Finholt, . Sproull, & Kiesler, 190 Organizational analysts define task groups as having regular interactions, a stable idmtity, interdependent members, collective orientation toward a conmon goal, motivation to work together, structured interactions based on common roles and norns, and group members op€n to each other/s influence. As these criteria were developed for task groups that interact The relative absence of these cues fosters extreme language, difficulties in coordination and feedback, problems in reaching group cons€nflxi, and group polarization (Kiesler, Siegal, & McGuire, 1984; Goode & Johnson, 191; Kiesler and Sproull, 1991; Harasim & Winkelmans, 19t and make proposals without a formal sequence. Subgroups can form to deal with particular problems without disturbing overall group focus. larger group sizes are possible because morepassive voyeurc are less noticeable.
Status Equalization
In FTF groups, higher-status people talk more than lower status, men talk rrore than women, and managers more than subordinates. Those who participate have more opportunities to influence decisions. Because e-mail reduces status cues, status-induced imbalances also are
weaker. E-mail can encourage mole open and equal discussion leading to decisions based on knowledge rather than on the influence of high-stahrs members (e.g., Kiesler & Sprou[ 191) .
However, we have not found research about whether high-status people are reluctant to use e' ruil because it may diminish their influence. Members of e-mail groups tend to ParticiPate more equally than members of FTF groups (Sproull & Kiesler, 1991; Kiesler et al., 1984; Rice, 1980) . For example, when a three'person group held e.mail discussions, there was half the inequality in participation than when they alLed FTF; for one thing, e.mail users couid communicate simultaneously (Kiesler and Sproull, 191) . However, more eqrnl participation and reduced status differences does not necessarily @ ar e.mail group to reach consensus since e.truril hinders the emergence of leaders, and this hck of leadership may inhibit group coordination (Hiltz et al., 1986) . We caution that much of the evidence on equ;rl participation and absence of leadership is the Product of laboratory €rgciments conducted with university students and may not be generalizable to paid-work silrations. For example, one study that used respondents who were older than most university students did not find that the t)?e of media used affected the egual distribution of participation.
Rrrthsrrore, those respondents who were experienced e-mail users tendd to be more active Frtbpants in FTF as well as e-mail groups (Addanson & Hjelmquist, 1991) .
E-mail's zuppression of differmces may extmd to achieved expertise as well as to sibed social status: a caution to those who believe that the lower saliency of status on email my bd to more focused discussions and better decisions. One study found that email "€-tuntly equatized both the actual and perceived performance of people with ditrerint orp.rtise as well as those with high and low social status. It was an undiscriminating 'muffle/ c ell differemes @ubrovsky, Kiesler, & Sethna, 1988) .
Non{onforrning Behavior
Partkipation and inlluence irt FTF groups are correlated with social status (Ridgeway, lllt* Webcter & Driskell, 1978; Berger & Conner, 1973 I   T   T   I   T   I  I  I  I  I information can hinder a group/s movement to consensus by fostering extreme behavior and disagreement. Even in experimental task groups, e,mail is often blunt, with uninhibited "flaming" language such as swearing and insults (Siegal, Dubrovsky, Kiesler & McGuire, 1986; Hiltz, Johnson & Agle, 1978) . One study of 54 student e.mail users reports 34 instances of swearing, insults, and name-callin& by contrast there were none during FTF discussiors (Siegal, et aI, 1986,) . Another study comparing task performance in FTF and e-mail conditions, found that students were less efficient and more uninhibited while using e.mail (Dubrovsky, Kiesler, & Sethna, 1988) . This uninhibited, often-conflictual, Ianguage may be related to a lack of visible social control and fewer nonverbal cues to help convey meaning (Sproull & Kiesler, 1gl ).
AttemPts to introduce typographic cues are thin substitutes for nonverbal cues: there is no way to distinguish mild amusement from hilarity with a 'smiley', :-). There are few reminders in email of othels or of the social context. When cues and controls are weak, people may pay less attention to anothe/s presence or opinions (Rice et al., 1990) .
Some analysts argu.e that e.mail's speed and ephemerality encourages nonconforming behavior (Kiesler, Zubrow, Moses, & Geller, 1985) . Others contend that e.mail encourages deindividuation: reduced self-awareness and increased feelings of anonymity (Siegal et al. 1986 ).
Still others argu.e that it is inexperience with e'mail, and not the medium itself, that fosteF uninhibited language. As groups establish a comrnunications style that indudes e.mail, uninhibited language may either decline or become normative (Adrianson & Hielmqurst, 191) .
However, some researchers have found a lack of inhibition among experienced e-mail users as weII as novices, adults as weil as students, and strangers as well as friends (Kiesler et al., 1984 (Kiesrer & sproull, 199r; Kiesler, siegal, & McCuire, 1984; Sproull & Kiesler, 1991) . Less social control and fewer normative constrarnts in e-mail promotes more polarized groups. This may be because e.mail submerges individual identity. However, Lea and spears (1991) argue that because people have a social as well as an individual identity, if e-mail submerges individual identities, then group membership becomes more important and encourages group porarization. This suggests that it is social network pressules and not deindividuating alienation that is important for group polarization in e.mail.
Consensus
with fewer nonverbal mechanisms to guide email groups, reaching ag"eement in them is lengthier and more complex than in FTF groups (Hiltz et ar.,79gG; Adrianson & Hjelmquist, 1D1; Kiesler et al', 1984; sproull & Kiesler, 1991) . It took four times as long for a thrFperson group to reach consensus in a real-time computer conference than in FTF meetings, and nearly ten tirnes as long for a four-person group that had unlimited time. It took more time to type and to read e-mail than to talk and to listen FTF. Feedback lags and weak interactional cues made it harder to know how others were interpreting messages and how confidmt others were in their positions. People also had difficulty interpreting when a group was ready to come to a decision (Kiesler & Sproull, 1991) .
Although both FTF and e-mail groups w'l initially propose a variety of arternatives and solutions, the process of conformitv in FTF groups is usually more gradual and sequmtial. In email groups, initial and subsequent proposals are less rerated to each other, and members spend more time and effort reconc ing diverse ideas to reach consensus. E-mail groups tmd to hold more votes, probably because they converge on decisions more slowly (Kiesler & sproull, 1991 The difficulties that e-mail groups have in reaching consensus does not weaken the quaiity of their decisions. Indeed, it may increase quality by increasing the diversity of opinions Presented and considered. h one experiment, participants dealt with a technical problem in which the facts were known and a human relatioru problem with more ambiguous information.
Both the FTF and e'mail groups improved the quality of their decisions after discussing the techrical problem. By contrast, although the FTF groups reached agreement about the hunan relatioru problem, only one of the eight email groups did so. yet external iudges thought that the minorities in the e-mail groups tendd to give the most useful suggestions. These higherquality suggestions were the result of the greater variety of opiniors offered in the e.mail groups (Hiltz et al., 7986. Another shrdy showed that .when e'mail users were isolated from each othet they produced higher quality and more original ideas than FTF groups (valacich, et al., 1993) . The greater ability of the isolated email users to communicate simultaneously meant that they coltd focus on a task better without the distraction of other verbal and nonverbal communication, small-groups research has shown that although the number of opiniors given in a group is negatively correlated with reaching agreement in it, it is positively correlated with the quality of decisions made by the group. This suggests that e.rmil uuy produce more communication that aids highquality decisions but less communication that leads to consensus (Hiltz, Johnson & Turoff, 1985) .
CONNECTrvITY Access to New people and New Inforzration
Research into the use of e-mail in actual organizational settings has used a variety of E-mail extends the number and range of contacts and information in organizations.
Many organizations use voluntary and required distribution lists (DLs) that send e.nnil messages to rnany employees. They are a means to seek and receive information from a wide range of contacts and groups. In one study, employees in a large corporation received messages from 700
DIs that accounted for 807o of their daily email (Finholt & sproull, 1990) . Respondents leported that these DI.s extended their communication reach, supplying information that they would not receive in any other way. Fifty-eight percent of DL messages carne from strangen and 68% from locations outside of the recipients' buildings, while 537o of their e-nnil came from people extemal to their dePartrnent or chain of command. These messages were sent across as well as within DLs, and they helped integrate the firm (Finholt & Sproull, 1990; Kiesler and Sproull, 1988) . similar evidence comes from a study of an office systems company where most messages were sent to Dls. Almost half of these messages were from people the recipients did not know, and 50% of the messages would not have been received if there had been no e.mail. Messages that respondents felt they were unlikely to have received without e.mail were also more apt to have been sent by people who were spatiatly or organizationally distant (Feldman, 19gz) .
Similarly, a study of collaboration between scholars located in three countries and two continmts found that email aided networking among those who were already acquainted and connected E-mail Iinks peopie and work groups over space, time and group boundaries. The frequently large membership of Dls help maintain weaker ties. lndeed, the absence of constraining nonverbal cues and social controls may make it easier to communicate with weak ties by e.mail than FTF. Such wide-ranging ties are especially useful for linking heterogeneous people, getting new information and integrzting organizations (Granovetter, 1973; Feldman, 1982 Wellman, 1988 . Thus e-mail users in a large multinational corporation reported an inproved sense of connectedness with the company and greater access to highquafity information (Rice & Steinfield, 19994) . Indeed, some people join many Dls so that they will not miss anything (Finholt & Sproull, 1988; Rice & Steinfield, 1994) . Overload can be a problem: One study of a Iab found that those who were responsible for delegating tasks felt in control of their email while those who received orders and could not delegate tasks felt overwhelmed (Mackay, 1988) .
Infomral lnteraction
Informal interactions using email sustains organizational processes and intetxates peripheral members (Eveland & Bikson, 1988) . In one decentralized corporation, more than half of those surveyed used e-mail at least occasionally to "keep in touch with others, take breaks from work, and participate in entertaining events such as games" (Steinfield, 1985, p.323) .
Although task-related use was more frequent, people also used e.mail for play and pleasure.
Similarly, most members of a research group used e-mail to socialize, and many used it for emotional support (Haythornthwaite, Wellman & Mantei, 194) .
The messages in extracurricular, voluntary DLs place a greater emphasis on fun and symbolic communication, while the messages in required, task-related Dl^s directed attention, coordinated activities, solved problems, and demonstrated competence (Finholt & Sproull, 190 Informai email helps to relieve workplace stress (Steinfield, 1985) , integrate new and periphenl employees into a group (Steinfield, 1985; Rice & Steinfield, 194; Eveland & Bilson, 1988) , and encourages organizational involvement, cohesiveness, and corunitment Kaye,7992; Sproull & Kiesler, 191; Huff, Sproull & Kiesler, 1989) . While organizational research has shown that socializing with colleagues on and off the iob promotes positive organizational attitudes, research has not yet dearly shown the benefits of sociali'ing on e'mail for performance (Sproull & Kiesler, 1991) . However, Finholt and Sproull (1990) suggest that increased e.mail participation may improve perforrunce in the long term because increased links among employees are useful in times of crisis and participation helps employees build skills and absorb ideas.
Crosscutting Group Boundaries
Geography has strongly affected the social stmcture of organizations, with the plant or the office being a key building block. Even when employees report to superion located elsewhere, they usuauy spend most of their time communicating with people working nearby.
Yet e'nuil can suPPort large, complex and fluid gtoups that cut across existing organizational and territorial structures (Finholt & Sproull, 1990; Castells, 1989; I1aye, 192) . Thus Bikson & Eveland (1990) found that department based communication clusters in the Rand Corp. became more open after e.mail was introduced.
on the basis of these preliminary findings, the authors designed a field experiment to investigate changes in the structure of relationships among 79 high-status men from a large corpoftltion who were split into two groups: one with access to e.mail and the other without (Eveland & Bikson, 1988; Bilson & Eveland, 190) . ln the standard media group, people terded I I F to belong to only one subcommittee, and relatively weltdefined clusters emerged which reflected these subcommittee boundaries. By contrast, the members of the e-maii group belonged to at least two subcommittees, and their interactions were less confined to subcommittees. The e-mail group also had broader leadership and formed a coordinating committee to link various subcommittees. 'The technology supplied to the electronic group enabled a much richer and more dense interaction structure than could be supported by the technology available to the standard group" (Bikson & Eveland, 19%. p.26il. Kiesler & sproull (181) noticed similar phenomena occurring with software development tearns and suggest that e-mail has the ability to create in-groups without creating out-groups.
Linking Core and Periphery
As it helps ovelcome the consbaints of geography, e'mail can increase contact berween head office and peripheral employees. "core" and "periphery" can also have a metaphorical connotation, because e mail has the potential to give low-status people more access to information and organizational power (e.g., Sproull & Kiesler, 191) . One group has studied retirees who were more organizationally peripheral than continuing employees. Forzred into rwo groups, one using email and one not, those retaees in the e.mail group increased their involvement with other group members more than those in the other grcup, as measured by name/face recognition, uraking acquaintances, and frequency of contact. The e-mail retirees wmt from recognizing less than 107o of their group to over 90vo. Their contact with group members during two weeks increased from less than 20Vo to over 50% while contact berween retirees in the non-e-mail group remained at less than 10%. The e.mail group held scheduled meetings, and retirees participated rn 757o of scheduled meetings. By contrast, retirees in the non-e-mail group participated in only 19zo of their group's meetings, principally because the
non-e-mail group held many unschduled meetings in offices which less than 72Vo of the retiree members were able to attend (Eveland & Bikson, 1988 ).
E-mail enables peripheral persons to increase their group involvement, fosterin& in tum, a more positive orientation to the group. Thus the originally.peripheral retirees had more time than employees to leam e.mail technigues, and they used their e.mail skills as well as their organizational exPerience and expertise to become central contributors to the group. dlthough members of the e-mail group initially rated their own performance lower than the menbers of the non-e-mail group rated their own performance, e-mail gtoup members ranked themselves higher by the end of the project. By contrast, non-e-mail group members lowered their rating of their group's performance over tirne, with the peripherally<onnected retirees reporting the lowest evaluations (Eveland & Bikson, 1988) .
Similarly, a study of a mid+ized city govemment found that e.mail use fostered increased participation by peripheral shift workers (lluff, Sproull & Kiesler, 1989) . The number of e.mail messages was correlated more strongly with increased participation (a measure of behavior) than with increased feelings of being informed (a meazure of attitudes). Correlations with participation and attitudes were stronger for the number of messages sent than for the number received. Since the retirees in the Bikson & Eveland (1990) shrdy were proportionately higher senders of rnessages than were the current employees, the frequency of sending errail messages may importantly predict overall organi2ational participation. By conhast, merely receiving information passively on Dls may not increase participation.
Social Control
Issues of control have been important themes in predicting e-mail,s effects on organizations. Sproull and Kiesler (1991) Sproull (1990) provide an example of a message circulated in a DL designed to report company news. The message expl,ained how a division would be reorganized, who would have management responsibilities, and how the transition would proceed. Twelve days later the sender issued another message apologizing for the April Fools Day joke. At IBM, an e'mail "Gripenet" became the locale of so rnany organized complaints against corporate practices that management quickly shut it down (Emmett, 1981) .
Concem over what information is being communicated, and to whom, continues to rattle managemen(s sense of propriety and control. Even when organizations encourage inforrr,al email, managers often view it with distrust (Perin, 1991) . For example, one corporation's manaters monitored messages between professional women who were dirussing career options because they feared it would lead to dsnands for unionization and affirrrative action (Zuboff, 1988) .
'
In addition to e-mail's subversive potential, it can also extend managerial control, especially over outlying branches. Sproull and Kiesler (1991) argue that attempts to use CNIC to strentthen centralized control may lead to organizational conflict. They expect that management practices will change "when people work in rrultiple groups, when groups are composed of members who collaborate only electronically, and when soft structures emerge without management directive" (191, p. 160). analyze interactions over longer periods (c) that occur in real organizations where people nrust (D) simultaneously attend to a variety of (e) tasks and (f) social networks (see Walther, 192) .
It is such social networks that structure flows of resources (induding information) in
organizations. E-mail increases access to new people; weakens spatial, temporal and status barriers; and provides access to information that would otherwise be unavailable. When people communicate electronically, work groups become less fixed entities. They provide opportunities to participate actively in more groups, and it is this participation in e-mail that is the key and not the mere passive receipt of information. The fluidity of commr.mication struchtres can allow people with expertise to share their knowledge more broadly. Leadership and participation is broader. and those on the periphery get more involved. Yet information can spread more rapidly and widely than management would like. However, the same technology enables those in the core to become more aware of what the periphery is doing. Branch workers rray lose their autonomy, and middle managels may become less necessary and even uneurployed.
Implications
We suspect that the differences we have diso:ssed here between those focusing on task groups and those on organizational connectivity reflect two ways to organize work (Wellman, 1993 focused on a common goal. They are in a bounded space and have visual, physical and oral access to each other. There is iittle privacy. and it is easy for supervisors and peers to exercis€ social contror' To support virtual open offices, CMC systems must tnake it easy for people to know co-workerd avairab'ity at a grance and to communicate instantly. It wourd be enough to click on each co-workerrs icon.
By contrast, research on organizational connectivity is more reievan t to the networking ofice in which workers move between interactions with many others. such a situation often ocors among professiona,rs who make multiple, often unexpected, contact with colleagues in their own and other organizations. The lnternet is an e'mail exanrple familiar to many scholars.
As people move between Proiecb, they move between relationships. CMC must allow them to i:ntE!-act s€lectively with many of thefu potential conespondents and to maintain privacy and autor'my' Many design aspects of a cMC system to support this virtual networking office wil . Aruwering machines and, more recently, voicemail are two recent attempts to solve the need for temporal synchronicity when using the telephone. The digital nature of some voicemail means that it can encompass some features of e.mail such as the ability to be forwarded.
However, voicemail consumes nuny more bytes per message than e.ruil and cannot be manipulated as easily.
4. Such longdistance speed is truer for communications that are within organizations than it is for the Internet which often uses a complex set of transfers between comDuters at intervening sites behieen the sender and the receiver.
